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Geronimo, from across the border, sends a giant raiding party to take out a bustling town in Arizona. The cavalry was out, or unavailable, or something, and the town was full of only civilians... lots of civilians, who were all killed. The entire town is sacked and plundered and then burnt to the ground—nothing left. This is the worst attack from Geronimo yet. Thousands of Americans across the country mourn the deaths of family members and friends.

At this point in time, there are quite a few natives who have managed to intersperse themselves into American life; they're an especially common minority in the West. Every town has between one and five on average. And though these natives are not Geronimo's people, and though they don't support him, they are treated as though they were. Hate speech and crimes become common, whites lashing out against the natives they ignorantly see as attached to Geronimo.

Then there are two subplot lines...

One concerns America's response to this 'calamity.' The President sends the cavalry into Mexico against Mexico's wishes (defying international thingamabobs) to hunt down Geronimo. This ultimately does not succeed, and Geronimo continues to taunt America with minor attacks and messages and such.

The other (and more important one) is the story of Jim Morren, a man against racism who understands that hey, not every native was on Geronimo's side (and that those in the town that was raided were killed, too..). He takes up the 'lawman' position and uses it to fight racist behavior.

Ultimately, this would allegorize 9/11 and how Middle Easterners were treated in the US following the attack on the WTC. The cavalry subplot would be our failure to find Osama in Afghanistan and the bit with Jim would serve to display our opinion of the racial prejudice against Middle Easterners (well, against anyone really, but for the sake of this story...), what with his insistence that Indians are equal and him punishing people who treat them otherwise.

Ultimately, the story would end with... 
Er. 

We need an antagonist.
And a climax, and a conclusion.

Thoughts?
